2017 REPLAY QUIZ #13
1. 3/5 @ B-10. A24 carries to the B-6 where he is ruled down, resulting in A - 4/1 @ B-6. Replays show that A24
fumbled, and that in the immediate continuing action:
a. A79 muffed the ball at the B-4 into the end zone where A86 recovered.

b. A79 recovered the ball at the B-4, then fumbled it into the end zone where B68 recovered.

2. 4/5 @ B-25. With A6 back to attempt a field goal, holder A9 must rise from his knee to control the high snap. He
returns to his knee, and just as he is about to place the ball for the kick at the B-32, B73 -- who shot the gap -- knocks
the ball from his hands. Replays confirm all of this action, and also show that:
a. A6 picked up the ball at the B-35 and carried it to the B-20, for a ruling on the field of A - 1/10 @ B-20 - Ready.

b. A6 muffed the ball several times and it went out of bounds at the B-20, for a ruling of A - 1/10 @ B-20 - Ready.

3. 2/15 @ B-40. The ruling on the field is that A7's pass is ruled complete to A83 for a touchdown; however, A83 is
flagged for Illegal Touching because the ruling is that he went out of bounds on his own, then returned inbounds and
was the first to touch the pass. Replays show that A83 did not re-establish inbounds prior to touching the pass. This
occurs:
a. with 13:06 remaining in a scoreless first quarter.

b. during a down in which B96 is also flagged for Roughing the Passer, resulting in offsetting fouls.

4. 1/10 @ A-45. A12's pass to diving receiver A84 is ruled complete at the B-35, and the clock is stopped to move the
chains. Team A hurries to the line, the ball is declared ready for play, and the Replay Official is unable to stop play
prior to the snap; however, Team A is flagged for an Illegal Shift that converts to a False Start. After the officials
enforce the penalty to bring up A - 1/15 @ B-40, the booth gets a clear shot that the pass hit the ground.

